COVID-19: CH FOOD SECURITY MONITORING TASKFORCE
MINUTES OF 1ST PLENARY MEETING
Date: 27 June 2020 Time: 10:00 am to 11:35am

Attendance

1. Rumbi, Precious – FAO
2. Olatunji, Ifeoma, Adeyinka – WFP
3. Jessica – REACH
4. Leslie – FSS
5. Bishop – NBS
6. Isa Mainu, FEWSNET
7. CH State Coordinators (Borno – Samuel, Adamawa – Bayaso, Yobe – Mayintab, Kano -
8. Anthony Amu, Okorie Agwu, Nkechinyere Ike, Bulama Dauda– NPFS/FMARD
10. Rakiya Idris
11. Aba Aminu
12. Suleikha
13. Audu
14. James Adamu
15. Esther Ladan - NAERLS, ZARIA

Agenda

1. Opening Remarks
2. Round of introduction
3. Updates on progress
4. AOB

Remarks from the Chair

The Chair requested Bishop to lead the meeting. Dr. Boua led the technical section.

Challenges

Progress as reported by participants

Difficulties in using template: The Kano team reported having challenges with the template as it would not generate results as expected. Dr. Baoua asked that the last version used in the March 2020 CH Analysis be used. Esther Ladan to share the Matrix she is using with the Kano team for reference.

Members are asked to seek instant support whenever they face challenges in their various cells and not to wait for the Joint meeting
**Yobe**: Currently filling table 2A and 2B. Yesterday distributed the tables among themselves for review.

Some of the parts of the excel file is in French. Esther Ladan offered to help on reviewing the matrix and translating the parts in French into English. However, this may delay the process if all cells are to wait for the translated matrix. Therefore, cells to continue with the analysis concurrently.

**Borno**: Generated some of the LGA data. Getting significant support from partners. So far 13 LGAs should be moving to 2A by this morning.

**Adamawa**: This evening should move from table 1 to table 2.

**Kano**: Facing challenges on class/table 3 because it is not reflecting. Currently working at Senatorial level as data available is at state level. Esther Ladan to support Kano on this.

Skype will be used for the next calls. Members have challenges joining with Microsoft Teams.

**Action Points**

- Dr. Baoua asked that the last version used in the March 2020 CH Analysis be used. Esther Ladan to share the Matrix she is using with the Kano team for reference.
- Members are asked to seek instant support whenever they face challenges in their various cells and not to wait for the Joint meeting.
- Esther Ladan offered to help on reviewing the matrix and translating the parts in French into English.
- Esther Ladan to support Kano.
- Skype will be used for the next calls. Members have challenges joining with Microsoft Teams.

**Adjournment**

- Next call Monday morning 29 June 10 am Nigeria Time
- Skype will be used for the next calls. Members have challenges joining with Microsoft Teams.